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EBA Endrös-Baum Associés is
renowned for its extensive expertise
in handling complex industrial
cross-border matters, all over Europe
and especially towards Germanspeaking countries. It accompanies
international insurers and companies
from various industrial sectors,
namely automobile industry, health
sector, medical devices, solar
industry, power plants etc.
The dynamic team includes six partners
Dr. Florian Endrös, Marguerite de Vaublanc,
Myriam Bennaïm, Muriel Mazaud, Céline
Lustin-Le Core and Tim Jakobs, who manage
the two offices in Paris and Munich. The
team assists its clients in French, German,
English, Danish, Portuguese, Hebrew and
Turkish. Each member of the dynamic
multilingual team has acquired a specific
international expertise in the field of product
liability and industrial risk, allowing them to
constantly innovate and provide its clients
with the most efficient solutions.

At the interface between law and science,
product liability cases almost systematically
involve an expertise proceeding, which
takes place prior to the main proceeding
on the merits. Each member of the team
is accustomed to this specific type of
proceedings, which involve going beyond
pure legal thinking, and instead combining it
with a scientific, technical approach. In this
regard, EBA has, over the years, established
a significant network of experts in diverse
industrial fields.
EBA Endrös Baum Associés is further
perfectly aware that its multinational
clients are facing, on a daily basis, legal
and communication difficulties in crossborder businesses, and it has therefore
made it a priority to accompany and guide
them through all stages of the relevant
proceedings. The team takes special care to
ensure that all the clients are fully informed
about the progress of their matter, that
they are aware of the potential risks, and
to expose them all different options and
strategies. The team’s understanding of each

client’s specific needs reflects in its ability to
tailor its services to each one of them.
EBA Endrös Baum Associés’s main strength
resides in its capacity to constantly think
outside the box. To this end, the team
consistently advises on matters that
deal with differing legal systems and
requirements – and this helps to develop
the creativity of each team member when it
comes to arriving at an appropriate solution.
EBA Endrös Baum Associés is perfectly
aware that, nowadays, legal services have
become more and more automated, and that
its clients are more and more under constant
time pressure. However, instead of choosing
to rely on standard forms, the team’s aim is
while embracing new technological means
to remain a firm that offers a tailored service
to each client – without losing sight of its
specific needs.

